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Available online 19 October 2016AbstractA novel algorithm for localising a robot in a known two-dimensional environment is presented in this paper. An occupancy grid representing
the environment is first converted to a distance function that encodes the distance to the nearest obstacle from any given location. A Chamfer
distance based sensor model to associate observations from a laser ranger finder to the map of the environment without the need for ray tracing,
data association, or feature extraction is presented. It is shown that the robot can be localised by solving a non-linear optimisation problem
formulated to minimise the Chamfer distance with respect to the robot location. The proposed algorithm is able to perform well even when robot
odometry is unavailable and requires only a single tuning parameter to operate even in highly dynamic environments. As such, it is superior than
the state-of-the-art particle filter based solutions for robot localisation in occupancy grids, provided that an approximate initial location of the
robot is available. Experimental results based on simulated and public domain datasets as well as data collected by the authors are used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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Localisation, or determining the pose (position and orien-
tation) of a robot on a given map is a prime requirement for a
robot operating autonomously in an environment. In situations
where absolute tracking systems such as Global Positioning
System (GPS) are not available, measurements obtained from
sensors mounted on the robot are used for localisation. Al-
gorithm used for localisation depends on the method used for
representing the map of the environment.
When the map can be represented using geometric primitives
such as points or line segments, extended Kalman filter (EKF)
based algorithms are capable of efficiently estimating the robot
pose within the map by fusing information gathered from robot* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: lakshitha.dantanarayana@uts.edu.au (L. Dantanarayana).
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2468-2322/Copyright © 2016, Chongqing University of Technology. Production an
ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).odometry and observations to these primitives [2]. EKF based
methods are generally computationally efficient but require an
initial guess of the prior location of the robot. Therefore, such
methods are incapable of solving problems such as the
kidnapped robot problem, where the initial location of the robot
is unknown. Furthermore, these methods exploit only a small
proportion of the information available from sensors such as
laser range scanners or RGB-D cameras due to the dimension-
ality reduction performed at the feature extraction step of the
algorithm. EKF based methods usually require deriving motion
and observationmodels and their Jacobians. These are specific to
a given robot/sensor combination. Furthermore, extracting,
defining, and explicitly associating geometric features and
landmarks from the environment to the observations is also
sensor specific, presenting an additional challenge.
An occupancy grid that classifies an environment into cells
that are either occupied or free is one of the earliest and
commonly used approaches for representing a metric map.d hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
1 Preliminary results of this work were initially published in Ref. [1].
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an occupancy grid map, particle filter based approaches are the
preferred choice [3] for robot localisation due to their ability to
exploit all the measurements available in a range scan. The
particle filter based approaches use a sensor model and a set of
particles representing hypothesised robot locations to estimate
the true pose of the robot. A sufficiently large number of par-
ticles, adequate to describe the probability density function of
the robot pose, are required in order to generate location esti-
mates with acceptable accuracy. Particle filters are relatively
easy to implement and are capable of global localisation: the
ability to deal with the situation when a suitable initial estimate
for the robot pose is unavailable. The widely used adaptive
Monte-Carlo localisation (AMCL) [4e9], that is also available
as a part of the popular Robot Operating System (ROS) [10] is
a particle filter based approach for localisation. Within the
particle filter framework, it is not straightforward to identify
outliers or dynamic objects. In order to address this problem,
AMCL uses a “mixture-model” which categorises the range
readings by statistically analysing the probable causes of such
outliers and penalising these observations during the particle
update step. However, Thrun et al. [7] caution that this method
would only work in certain limited situations and the categories
should be analysed according to the environment.
Particle filters for localisation can be easily adapted to
operate under a wide range of sensors and robot kinematic
models. However, to be effective, particle filter implementa-
tions need to be tuned using a range of user defined parame-
ters. As the computational burden of a particle filter is
proportional to the number of particles used, further tuning is
required to dynamically maintain the number of particles at an
optimum level. The latest ROS implementation of the particle
filter consists of 24 tunable parameters [11].
Optimisation based methods have also been proposed for
robot localisation in the literature. Thesemethods predominantly
focus on feature basedmaps rather than on occupancy gridmaps.
In [12] a genetic optimisation algorithm is used to localise a
mobile robot on a map consisting of geometric beacons. Genetic
algorithms are also used in [13] for localising on a satellite image
geo-map of an outdoor environment using a laser range finder.
Kwok et al. [14] proposes the use of evolutionary computing
techniques which include genetic algorithms, particle swarm
optimisation, and the ants system for feature based localisation
and demonstrates their effectiveness and robustness to noise and
dynamic environments. Localisation of nodes in a wireless
sensor network is a prominent application which relies heavily
on optimisation based methods. Mao et al. [15] explains how
different techniques are applied to this unique problem and how
optimisation based methods can solve the wireless sensor net-
works localisation problem.
Scan matching is another popular method for robot local-
isation where an optimisation strategy that minimises the
misalignment between observations from a sensor, typically a
scan from the laser range finder and amap is used to estimate the
robot location. Algorithms for scan matching proposed in the
literature include Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [16,17], Iterative
Closest Line (ICL) [18] or Iterative Closest Surface (ICS) andprobabilistic likelihood methods [7,19]. In ICP, each laser
endpoint in the query scan is associated with a point, line, or
surface in the reference scan (or the map in case of localisation)
using a distancemetric such as Euclidean distance, after which a
rigid body transformation [20] is used to compute the best
alignment. A new set of data associations using the computed
rigid body transformation is then used to repeat this process
until convergence. In probabilistic scan matching methods,
sensor error which is the difference between actual sensor
measurement and the predicted sensor reading is used to update
the likelihood of a given hypothesised robot pose. The predicted
reading is estimated by algorithms such as ray-casting, which
are computationally expensive, or likelihood fields [7] for
which environment dependent tuning is essential, as it is an
approximation to the ray-casting.
Distance function based maps are increasingly becoming
utilised to capture geometries of environments [21e25]. The
distance function not only encodes the occupied regions of the
environment, but also provides a continuous measure of the
distance, making it a much richer representation in comparison
to an occupancy grid map. In KinectFusion, Newcombe et al.
[22] extends the representation method proposed by Curless &
Levoy [21] that uses Signed Distance Functions (SDFs) to
encapsulate the three-dimensional (3D) surfaces that are
incrementally constructed with the use of range readings from a
depth sensor. In contrast to 3D occupancy grid maps, which do
not have a clear notion of where the surfaces of an environment
are or how surfaces can be extracted, the work by Carrillo et al.
[24] makes it apparent that there is a clear mathematical
strategy for extracting surfaces in environments that are rep-
resented by SDFs. Work by Mullen et al. [26] and Chazal et al.
[27] uses unsigned distance functions for 3D surface recon-
struction and they point out that unsigned distance functions
are much more robust to noise and outliers than SDFs.
In this paper, we propose distance functions as means of
representing two-dimensional environments. We present a
sensor model based on Chamfer distance [28] that can relate
measurements from sensors such as laser range finders to a
distance function based map.1 The proposed sensor model
does not rely on feature extraction, data association or ray
tracing operations. We use this sensor model in an optimisa-
tion based strategy that minimises the Chamfer distance to
provide efficient means to localise a mobile robot when the
initial pose of the robot is approximately known.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the
distance function based environment representation and the
Chamfer distance based sensor model. Section 3 formulates
the optimisation problem that is used to localise the robot on
the map as one of minimising the Chamfer distance, explores
the properties of the optimisation problem and presents a
strategy for solving it to find the robot pose. An experimental
evaluation of the proposed algorithm based on simulation,
public domain datasets as well as data collected in dynamic
environments demonstrating the robustness of the proposed
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clusions and future work.
2. Environment representation and sensor model
In this section we develop a distance function based
approach for representing the environment and derive the
corresponding sensor model for a laser range finder.2.1. Distance functions for environment representationFor a given environment populated with objects, a distance
transform or distance field is a map of the environment where
any point of the distance field holds the shortest distance to the
closest object boundary. The Euclidean distance is commonly
used as a distance measure while other simple metrics such as
City-block distance, chessboard distance, quasi-Euclidean
distance or complex metrics such as Wasserstein metric that
is used for 3D image reconstruction [27], are used as alter-
natives depending on the application and the need for
computational efficiency.
When V is the set of occupied space in an environment,
Euclidean distance function can be expressed by (1) at any
given point x in space.
dDF ¼ DFðxÞ ¼ min
vj2V
x vj ð1Þ
In Equation (1), the distance function is unsigned. How-
ever, when representing environments with closed shaped
objects the sign of the distance function can be set to be either
positive or negative depending on whether the query point x is
outside ot inside the closed contour.
Distance functions can be computed on demand if the
environment consists of geometric primitives. Alternatively it
is possible to pre-compute distance function values at discrete
intervals in space by quantising the environment to pixels (2D
environment) or voxels (3D environment).
The operator used to generate a discrete distance function
from an occupancy grid map is commonly known as a distance
transform. When naïvely implemented, the distance transform
process is an exhaustive search which depends on many factorsFig. 1. (a) An occupancy grid map as a binincluding the resolution of quantisation. However, the algorithm
proposed by Rosenfeld & Pfaltz [29] computes the distance
transform efficiently by only two passes over any given two-
dimensional environment. Furthermore, there are numerous al-
gorithms, some of which rely on graphical processing units, that
can compute distance transforms in real-time [30e33].
Fig. 1 represents an occupancy grid map as a binary image
and its distance function, where the grey level of the image is
used to represent the distance value.2.2. Formulation of the sensor modelA sensor is the device through which the robot “sees” the
world. It measures a physical quantity and converts the mea-
surement into a tractable signal for the robot to use. The
sensors enable the robot to be aware of its environment and to
perform tasks reliably and accurately. The information (mea-
surements of physical quantities) gathered by the sensors is
known as sensor measurements or observations. Sensors that
are commonly used in robots include: (i) contact sensors such
as bump sensors and wheel encoders, (ii) inertial sensors such
as accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers (com-
passes), (iii) proximity sensors such as infra-red sensors, sonar
sensors, radars, and laser range finders, (iv) visual sensors such
as cameras and depth cameras, and (v) absolute sensors such
as GPS and visual tracking systems. In practice, it is quite
common to use multiple sensors on a robot as they can be used
in a manner to complement each other to improve the overall
accuracy and facilitate fault detection.
The selection of a sensor predominantly depends on the
accuracy required by the task, suitability of a sensor for the
operating environment of the robot and affordability. For
example, even though a GPS based sensor is suitable for out-
door navigation, it cannot be used in indoor environments where
the satellite reception is poor and subject to interference.
Sensors such as laser range finders have high accuracy and
can be deployed in a wide range of environments. In the past,
the high cost of these sensors have limited their use, but with
the recent growth of robotics applications in the community,
laser range finders with acceptable accuracy are now available
at affordable prices.ary image and (b) its distance function.
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sensor model, which is an abstract representation of a physical
sensor together with how the observations captured by a sensor
are processed, interpreted and associated with the internal
representation of the environment maintained by the robot.
Consider a laser range finder mounted on a robot placed in
an environment that is represented using a distance function as
shown in Fig. 2. Observations corresponding to a single laser
scan consisting of n range readings r at given bearings qi can
be projected from a given robot pose x ¼ ðx; y; fÞu, using
Equation (2) as shown in Fig. 2a to obtain the observation












Now a vector of distance readings can be extracted from the













The covariance of this vector for a given robot pose, SDF is









can be derived using Equation (5).
s2DF;xoi
¼ JDF;xoi R JuDF;xoi ð5Þ
where JDF;xoi is the Jacobian of the distance function at the query
points xoi and the sensor noise is represented by R. Furthermore,
JDF;xoi ¼ vdDFvr , provided that the only contributing factor to



















The values, vdDFvxo and
vdDF
vyo
, can be precomputed by using the
distance function of the map for improved efficiency.Fig. 2. Projection of the laser scan from an estimated robot pose, (a) oWe note here that the “likelihood range finder model” or the
End Point (EP) model proposed by Thrun et al. [7] is a sensor
model that uses a distance function based environment rep-
resentation with a laser range finder. However, this is an
empirical approximation using an empirical mixture model
introduced to cope with the high computational expense
associated with the ray-casting process.
The vector dDF in Equation (3) is a measure of disparity
between a map and a sensor measurement. A scalar measure of
disparity has clear computational advantages in the process of
computing the measurement likelihood. In the context of
image processing and computer vision, literature is abundant
with scalar measures of disparity between distance functions
and binary images.
Chamfer distance is one of many such distance metrics
available that does not require defining explicit correspond-
ing point pairings. Hausdorff distance [34,35], another pop-
ular method that is used in many applications, captures one
point which has the worst mismatch from a set of points as
opposed to Chamfer distance which captures average
mismatch of all given points. First introduced by Burrow
et al. [28] in 1977, Chamfer distance based template
matching has gone through many implementations, im-
provements and value additions over the years which includes
making it robust in rotation (i.e. minor orientation changes)
[36], scale changes [37], resolution changes, and even robust
in high clutter [38].
In computer vision literature, Chamfer distance is defined
and used for template matching with binary images, where a
semblance of the binary query shape is located within a larger
reference image. Let U ¼ {ui} and V ¼ {vj} be sets of query
and reference images respectively. The Chamfer distance be-
tween U and V is given by the average of distances between
each point ui2U, n(U ) ¼ n and its nearest edge in V,








Here n is the number of points in U.
With the use of a distance function, it is possible to reduce
the cost function (7) and (8) so that it can be evaluated in
linear time, O ðnÞ [38].n the binary occupancy grid map and (b) on the distance function.
Fig. 3. Variation of Chamfer distance against robot location, (x, y) at two different locations of the Intel research labs dataset, in the vicinity of the true robot pose.
The corresponding laser scan (not to scale) is given above the contour-plots. f is set to its true value.





The Chamfer distance is a sum of positive distances and is
defined for unsigned distance functions.
In the case of two-dimensional template matching using
Chamfer distance, the reference image and the template are
both binary edge images which can be obtained using an edge
filter on the original images. The highest computational
complexity in this context lies on the distance transform
process to create the distance function from the reference edge
image which should be done for every image frame. However,
as discussed before, recent high-speed implementations of
distance transform enable faster execution and have even
made it possible to use Chamfer distance for people recogni-
tion and tracking on surveillance footage in real-time [33]. It is
important to note that when the distance function is used to
represent a static environment map, its calculation is a one off
process and therefore does not impact the computational cost
of the localisation process described in this paper.
Using Equation (8), the Chamfer distance for a laser scan
obtained from a robot operating in an environment that isFig. 4. Chamfer distance variation in the vicinity of the true robrepresented with the unsigned distance function, DF can be






Fig. 3a and b present the variation of Chamfer distance
relative to a hypothesised robot location (x, y) that varies in
the vicinity of the true pose, with approximate coordinates of
the true pose of (1.1, 1.1)m and (0.45, 0.45)m respectively. If
there is no measurement noise, the minimum Chamfer dis-
tance, which will be equal to zero, is obtained when the robot
is placed at its true pose in the map and the laser scan is
perfectly aligned. Fig. 4 shows the variation of Chamfer
distance when x and y are kept at their true values and the
orientation f is varied between ±0.4 radians for the robot's
true location used in Fig. 3b.
Partial derivatives of Chamfer distance can be deduced with










ð10Þot pose x and y at their true values and orientation f varied.
Table 1
Sensor properties and noise parameters for Dataset 1.
Laser range finder Simulated Hokuyo UTM-30LX
Maximum range 30 m
Minimum range 0.1 m
Field of view 270
Angular resolution 1/4
No. of readings per scan 1080
Laser range finder measurement noise N ð0; 0:022 m2Þ
Linear velocity noise N ð0; 0:042 m2 s2Þ
Angular velocity noise N ð0; 0:012 rad2 s2Þ























































ð11ÞFig. 5. Estimated robot location and the ground-truth for Dataset 1. (a) Optimisat







also be pre-computed and stored.
We note here that if a distance transform is used to obtain
the distance function from an occupancy grid map, a contin-
uous approximation such as a cubic spline is needed to
interpolate the distance function values to estimate distances
and the derivatives in continuous space. The derivatives of the
distance transform are discontinuous at boundaries between
occupied and unoccupied space as well as cut-loci [39]. Using
an appropriate spline approximation, impact of these discon-
tinuities on gradient based optimisation algorithms can be
avoided. Apart from splines, Gaussian processes have also
been suggested as smoothing functions for distance function
[25], but these incur a heavy computational cost in the
application presented in this paper.
3. Localisation algorithm
This section describes a method for localising a robot on a
two-dimensional map using information gathered using a laser
range finder mounted on a robot. It uses the distance functionion algorithm and (b) AMCL particle filter algorithm with beam range finder
Fig. 6. Errors in the location estimate for (a) proposed C-LOG algorithm and (b) AMCL particle filter algorithm with beam range finder model.
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Table 2
Pose errors for Dataset 1.
Algorithm RMS errors
Position (m2  103) Orientation (deg2)
C-LOG (proposed) 0.30 ± 2.17 0.98 ± 5.43
Particle filter (AMCL-beam) 1.46 ± 2.08 8.16 ± 23.40
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model that we presented in Section 2.2.
Robot localisation problem can be solved by finding the
robot pose that minimise a cost functionC, which is defined as a
measure of mismatch between a set sensor reading z and the
mapm. The sensormodel as described in Section 2.2 essentially
defines such a cost function in the vicinity of the true pose.
Robot localisation problem can therefore be expressed as,Fig. 7. Trajectory of the robot in the Intel Dataset, using C-LOG algorithm. (a) G
strategy. (b) Complete trajectory of the robot. (c) Projection of the laser scan fromarg min
x y f
dCDðxo;DFÞ ð12Þ
where DF is the distance function of the occupancy grid map
of the environment m and xo is the template generated using
the laser scan z from Equation (2) with the potential robot pose
x ¼ ðx; y; fÞu.
Given that the objective function in Equation (12) is twice
differentiable when a cubic spline approximation is used, this
unconstrained non-linear optimisation problem can be solved
using a variety of gradient based techniques. In the experi-
ments presented in Section 4 the Matlab implementation of the
trust-region algorithm was used. The partial derivatives of the
objective function with respect to the robot pose x are required
for solving the optimisation problem described by Equation
(12), are given in Equations (10) and (11).Mapping poses and results obtained from the optimisation based localisation
the estimated pose.
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maximumerror as shown inEquation (13) canbeused toeliminate
the obvious outliers from the laser range finder measurements.
dDFðxoiÞ  Df:riþDxþDy ð13Þ
where Dx, Dy and Df are the maximum expected error in the
initial guess. In the experiments, 0.15 m was used for Dx and
Dy, while Df was set to 0.05 rad. This is the only tuning
parameter required for this algorithm and clearly it is rela-
tively easy to establish.
4. Experimental results
We use experiments conducted on three datasets to illus-
trate the capabilities of the proposed localisation algorithm.Fig. 8. Trajectory of the robot in the Dataset 2. (a) GMapping poses and results obta
of the robot. (c) Projection of the laser scan from the estimated pose.Dataset 1 is based on a simulation conducted on ROS
stage environment so that the ground truth is available for
the evaluation. The robot in this simulation is equipped with
a Hokuyo laser that provides laser scans. Table 1 presents
the sensor properties and the parameters used in the
simulation.
Dataset 2 is a publicly available dataset from the Intel
research laboratories, Seattle, USA. In this dataset the robot
travels three loops in an office building. Map of the environ-
ment and the ground truth are not available. Therefore, laser
range scans gathered during the third loop is used with the
GMapping [40] algorithm to generate the occupancy grid map
for evaluation.
Dataset 3 was collected at the Broadway Shopping Centre,
Sydney, Australia. The data was collected during normalined from AMCL, using beam based likelihood model. (b) Complete trajectory
Fig. 9. A sparse illustration of crowd movement during collection of Dataset 3
over 29.54 min.
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environment cluttered and crowded. The robot was equipped
with a Hokuyo UTM-30LX laser range finder. Odometry was
not used.4.1. Accuracy of robot pose estimatesAs the ground-truth is available in Dataset 1, we can
quantitatively compare the output of the proposed localisation
algorithm against ground-truth. As a comparison, we use the
particle filter implementation AMCL available for ROS with
its beam range finder model. Fig. 5 illustrates locationFig. 10. Trajectory of the Robot usestimates obtained with the proposed optimisation algorithm
and AMCL while Fig. 6 presents the errors of the estimates
along the entire robot trajectory against the ground-truth. The
average pose errors for the proposed algorithm and AMCL are
shown in Table 2.
Figs. 7 and 8 qualitatively compare the results from the
proposed algorithm and AMCL using the Dataset 2. As it can
be seen in Fig. 7c, the map recovered by projecting laser scans
from the poses estimated by the proposed algorithm has well
defined walls that aligns with the original map as opposed to
the map recovered from AMCL illustrated in Fig. 8c. This
indicates that the poses produced by the proposed algorithm is
more accurate.4.2. Performance in dynamic environmentsAs previously mentioned, the Dataset 3 was collected under
natural conditions in a crowded environment. Therefore, in
this dataset, the laser observations are mostly corrupted by
people. Fig. 9 is a sparse illustration of the crowd movement
during data collection obtained by projecting all the readings
from the laser range finder from estimated robot poses. Fig. 10
shows the estimated robot poses obtained from the proposed
C-LOG algorithm. As ground truth is not available, poses
obtained using a SLAM algorithm that was used to construct
the map of the environment is shown for comparison. It is
clear that C-LOG performs well even in the presence of sig-
nificant people movement.
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm under dynamic scenarios, we performed a simulation
experiment using Dataset 1. In this experiment we artificially
corrupted a percentage of input laser scans with a uniforming C-LOG on the Dataset 3.
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square (RMS) error at different degrees of corruption. C-LOG
algorithm continue to localise without losing track even with
up to 60% of the input sensor measurements corrupted by
dynamic objects, while AMCL fails at 40% corruption.
Situations where the optimisation algorithm fails to
converge was dealt with by processing the next laser scan with
the current best estimate of the robot pose.4.3. Computational costFig. 12 compares the computational cost of the proposed
algorithm with AMCL available in ROS. Dataset 1 was used
for obtaining the average time to process one laser scan. The
laser range finder in Dataset 1 produces 1081 laser readings
per scan. For AMCL, the number of particles was set to be
fixed at 5000 particles. Execution times for both the standardFig. 11. The RMS errors of the proposed algorithm and AMCL (beam model) w
objects in the environment.
Fig. 12. Per scan execution timebeam-based and likelihood-field sensor models of AMCL are
shown. It can be seen that the AMCL with the beam based
likelihood function takes the longest time due to the
complexity of the ray-casting process. It should be noted that
the code distributed with ROS may not be the most efficient
implementation of AMCL.
5. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel localisation algorithm
for robots equipped with a laser range finder operating in a
two-dimensional environment. The proposed algorithm uses a
distance function based method for representing the envi-
ronment and a sensor model that uses Chamfer distance to
relate range measurements from the sensor to the map of the
environment. The sensor model does not require explicit data
association or extraction of features from the sensor readings.hen input sensor measurements are artificially corrupted to simulate dynamic
for localisation algorithms.
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with respect to the robot pose is shown to be effective in
obtaining an estimate for the robot location on the map,
provided an approximate initial location of the robot is
known. The proposed algorithm does not require odometry
measurements.
We used multiple experiments based on a simulation, a
public domain dataset, and data collected in a crowded envi-
ronment to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
This algorithm was illustrated to be more accurate and
computationally efficient than the widely used particle filter
based algorithm AMCL. Experimental results demonstrate
that the optimisation based technique proposed in this paper
provides a competitive solution to the problem of robot
localisation within an occupancy grid. One of the main ad-
vantages observed is that the algorithm does not require tuning
parameters, except for a relatively large gate for filtering
outliers from laser range data. This is due to the fact that the
models of process and observation uncertainty are not used
within the optimisation algorithm. Future work includes using
these models to compute the robot pose uncertainty and fuse
odometry observations, if available. Impact of the map reso-
lution on the localisation accuracy as well as possibilities for
using a continuous representation of the distance function, as
opposed to a cubic spline approximation of the discrete dis-
tance transform are under investigation.
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